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audiences. For example, some
sections are more technical
than others – you can skip
sections if you wish.
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Getting Started
We also provide links for additional
resources, including actions you can
take to prevent disease, and “tools
you can use.”

Our eBook Navigation: Click on selections
in the bar at the top of each page to move
between stories, navigate back to this
‘Help Page’, and to find out more in the
References section.

Adobe Acrobat Tools
This interactive pdf document is best
viewed on a laptop or desktop, downloaded and opened in a current version of
Adobe Acrobat Reader. Refer to the top
Adobe menu bar for features including:

(Note: underlined words or
phrases link to online information,
prompt down-loads or navigate
to a related page.)

Each of the eBook stories is
embedded with a wide range
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(contributors to the development
of a disease, or factors that might
make a disease worse) – and how
these factors interact.
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Information on free Continuing Education
offered from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention/Agency for
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
Before you begin the story, please
review the learning objectives at
right. These will help you focus as
you read the story, and prepare you
for the CE test.
We have linked to many useful
resources in this story relevant to a
wide range of audiences, including
clinicians. To quickly access resources
on specific topics in this story, use the
Bookmarks toolbar on the left (which
you can open or close), or return to
the Help page for more details on
other eBook features.
Free credits are offered by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention/
Agency for Toxic Substances and
Disease.

Free Continuing
Education available
by specialty:
• Continuing Medical
Education (CME)
for Physicians
• Continuing Nursing
Education (CNE)
for Nurses
• Continuing
Education Units
(CEU) for other
professionals
• Continuing
Education Contact
Hours (CECH)
for Certified
Health Education
Specialists (CHES)
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Review these learning objectives for
Sofia’s story:

• Identify the components of wildfire
smoke.
• Explain the relationship between
climate change and wildfires.
• Explain how wildfire smoke affects
asthma.
• Explain why children are more
vulnerable to wild e smoke than
adults.
• Identify the chronic health effects of
wild e smoke.
• List ways patients can protect
themselves from wildfire smoke.
• Describe wildfire emergency
preparedness procedures to protect
health.
• Explain how to assess and protect
indoor air quality during wildfires.

Register and take the test for free CE for a variety of health
professions. Follow this link to the CDC/ ATSDR CE page.
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WILDFIRE HEALTH IMPACTS

Sofia’s Story

Sofia is a healthy 9-year-old girl who lives in
Southern California. Sofia and her friend Brett
love playing soccer together. Brett is the same
age, lives nearby and has asthma.
Charles, one of Sofia’s dads, coaches the soccer
team. He often picks up Sofia and Brett from
school on practice days.
Unfortunately, this year a lot of their practices
and games have had to be cancelled because of
wildfire smoke.
What’s in
Wildfire Smoke?

Envisioning
Particulate
Matter

Don’t Rely Entirely
on Odor or Visibility
to Determine Risk
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Continuing
Education
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What’s in Wildfire Smoke?

Envisioning Particulate Matter
W
Size comparisons for PM particles

ildfire smoke is a heterogenous
they are classified based on size
mixture of many things
rather than chemical composition,
including toxic gases-like benzene,
no two particles are the same. Fine
formaldehyde, polycyclic aromatic
particulate matter can be inhaled
hydrocarbons (PAHs) and volatile
into deep in the respiratory tree.
organic compounds (VOCs), as
Fine particulate matter harms
well as particles (Voulgarakis et
children’s lungs, is associated with
al., 2015). Many factors can affect
asthma attacks, can reduce lung
Don’t Rely Entirely on Odor
or
the composition of wildfire smoke
growth in children and is a known
Visibility
to Determine
Riskcarcinogen (Coleman et al., 2020;
(weather
patterns, wind
direction,
what is ometimes
burning, other
sources
members
of of
the public willIARC
rely1965-2021)
on
pollution) that make it difficult to
Not
only does wildfire smoke tend
their sense of smell or the visibility of
smoke
predict exactly what someone is
to have
assess risk
smoke exposure.
The more toxic gases than usual
beingtoexposed
to atofa wildfire
given moment.
ambient
absencestructures
of a smoky
or the
visible air pollution, but most of
If man-made
aresmell
burning
in lack ofthe
particle pollution that results
smoke
does NOT
imply
absence of risk.
addition
to natural
fuels
suchthe
as grass
from wildfire smoke is made up of
and trees,
toxicofgases
Whileadditional
the presence
a smoky smell indicates
the smallest particles (Morawska
may be released (Reisen et al., 2014).
the presence of toxic compounds, PM iset al 1998). For the same mass of
The closer people are to the fire,
particles,
there will be a higher
odorless.
particles
can contribute
to
the greater
theSimilarly,
chance they
have of
number
of fine or ultrafine particles
haze
and
reduced
visibility,
but
that
can
be
being exposed to these toxins.
(< 0.1 micron diameter) with a

S

hard to see on cloudy or foggy days.

A primary component of wildfire
larger surface area compared to
The
best way to
if there are health
smoke
is “particles”
orknow
particulate
coarse particles. It’s important
matter
(PM),
which
is well-studied
to understand that the current
risks
from
particle
pollution during wildfire
and easy
to measure.
way that particles are measured
smoke
events isParticulate
to look at local monitoring
matter
not one rather
specificthan
chemical,
of is
particles,
relying on odorfor
or public health is by measuring
but rather
a
mix
of
solid
particles
particle
mass. This means that we
visibility.
and liquid droplets found in the air.
may be underestimating exposure
Particulate matter is classified by
to ultrafine particles, because the
size, for example “fine” PM has a
number of ultrafine particles can
diameter of 2.5 microns or less (see
increase a lot, before we will see the
the figure for a comparison to the
Close change
window in the measured mass.
width of a human hair). Because
Close window

Particulate size infographic used with permission from California Air Resources Board.
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Climate
change
and wildfires
Increasing
risk of very
large fires in US

Climate change and
wildfires

“Hi kids!” Charles says as they get in
the car after school.
Sofia tells her dad that they’ve been
learning about climate change at
school. “Did you know that climate
change makes wildfires bigger?”
Brett adds, “Maybe that’s why we’ve
had so many fires and why we’ve had
to miss so much soccer in the last
couple years.”

Increasing risk of very
large fires in US

Annual Acres
Burned by Wildland
Fires in the US

C

limate change unequivocally increases the
periods of high fire risk, “fire weather,”
in many parts of the world including the
Western United States and Canada (Xu R, et
al., 2020). Fire weather is characterized by
high temperatures, low humidity, low rainfall,
and high winds (Jones et al., 2020).

• Drought, high temperatures, low
humidity, and high winds result
in “fire weather” with high risk
for wildfires
• Dead trees and changes in
vegetation result in high fuel
load

Climate change related changes in rainfall
• Increases in lightning strikes
can result in prolonged drought, as happened
ignite many fires
in California from 2012-2016, the worst in
recorded history of the state. These drought
• Increased winds and lengthened
conditions along with higher temperatures
fire season increase the number
made trees vulnerable to attack by insects
and intensity of fires
and pathogens resulting in approximately
129 million trees dying during this period
Close window
in California. These dead trees, along with climate related changes in vegetation
distribution and growth, contribute to a large fuel source for wildfire.
Climate change is projected to increase lightning strikes in North America and
Siberia, an important wildfire ignition source (Finney et al., 2018). It is also expected
to boost winds in tropical and southern subtropical regions. Global surface winds
haveThe
increased
substantially
since 2010.
windy
fuel fires
can
map shows
the projected increase
in the Strong
number of
“very conditions
large fire weeks”—
weeksand
in which
conditions
arespread,
favorable
to the occurrence
of very
large
fires — by
(2041–2070)
result
in rapid
increased
intensity,
and
difficulty
in mid-century
controlling
wildfires.
compared
the recent
past (1971–2000).
The darkest
shades of
red indicate
up to a six-fold
Thus,
climatetochange
encourages
increases
in wildfire
numbers
andthat
severity
by
increase is predicted across parts of the West. This area includes the Great Basin and Northern
providing
the
essential
requisites
of
fuel,
ignition
sources,
and
oxygen.
Rockies, as well as the Sierra Nevada and Klamath Mountains in Northern California.
Fire weather seasons have lengthened over 25% in areas with vegetation,Close
resulting
window
in a global average of 8 additional days (Abatzoglou et al., 2019). Over the past 40
years, California has seen a doubling of extreme wildfire days in the fall with an
additional 25% increase predicted by late this century (Goss et al., 2020).
Close window

Climate Change forest fire image by Jean Beaufort courtesy of Publicdomainpictures.net.
Increasing risk map used with permission from Climate.gov.
Annual Acres Burned data source: National Interagency Fire Center.
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WILDFIRE HEALTH IMPACTS
Today is one of those days when
there is a nearby fire blowing smoke
into their area.
“Before we go to practice
we’re going to stop at home
for a snack and to check on
the air quality because there is
some smoke in the air,” says Charles.
“OK Dad but let’s not stay too long
because we really want to practice,
we have a big game coming up,”
says Sofia.

Sofia’s Story

Free
Continuing
Education

Air Quality Index:
How do I know if the
air around me is bad?
Air Quality Index table via
airnow.gov.

Additional resources:
Go to airnow.gov to check
your local air quality.
Go to fire.airnow.gov for
detailed information on air
quality in your community.
If conditions are changing
rapidly, some maps show
changing information
faster, such as the PurpleAir
map, but this data may be
less high-quality.

Watch: Be Smoke Ready: Know
Where to Go for Air Quality Info
The US EPA demonstrates the use of some
of their tools for finding your local Air
Quality Index (AQI).
Wildfire smoke in Japatul Valley photo by Dammit Karissa, courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.
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WILDFIRE HEALTH IMPACTS
Charles and the kids arrive at Sofia’s
house where Sofia’s other dad, Jose,
has just gotten home from his job
at the health department. Jose has
snacks of empanadas and applesauce
ready for Sofia and Brett. As they eat,
they talk about school.
“I don’t like the smoke,” Sofia
says. “Sometimes they won’t let us
go outside for recess when there’s
smoke.”
“It makes me cough and my
breathing feels bad because of my
asthma,” adds Brett.
“Smoke can affect everyone’s
breathing even if you don’t have
asthma. How is your breathing now,
Brett?” asks Jose. “When did you last
use your inhaler?”
Brett says he hasn’t used his albuterol
inhaler since the morning and he is
coughing a lot, so Jose suggests he
take his dose and stay inside where
the air is filtered.

Sofia’s Story
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Education
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KEY CONCEPT:

Inflammation,
Stress—
and
Wildfires
Asthma and Oxidative
Wildfire Smoke
Tips
for your patients
Be prepared for wildfire season
Key Concept:
Inflammation,
oxidative stress
and wildfires
Oxidative stress
Inflammation

Asthma and
Wildfire Smoke —
Tips for your patients

INTERNAL
EXTERNAL
• Ensure your asthma action plan includes
inhalers in your emergency
kit in a
Mitochondria
solvents
Tobacco smoke
how to respond to wildfire and other
waterproof container,
refill Organic
asthma
Activated Immune
Some pharmaceuticals
Wildfire Smoke
Cells (phagocytes)
extreme air pollution events.
medications throughout
fire
season.
High oxygen
Air pollution
• Make sure you have at least 7-10 days

Oxidative
Stressmedications including
worth of asthma

R
C

Pesticides
Food*to smoke
• Protect yourself
from exposure
Radiation
by learning about indoor air quality.

• Consider having a NIOSH N95 mask
eactive oxygen compounds (ROS –
hronic
inflammation
sometimes
called free radicals) are natural available to decrease exposure to
Reactive
Oxygen
wildfire
smoke.
and oxidative
stressmetabolism in which
byproducts
of normal
oxygen
Sufficient
Species
(ROS)
antioxidants
are
two
mechanisms
• Think about evacuating
if you from
have
plays a key role. These compounds can be derived
biological and dietary
sourcessymptoms
keep this
trouble
breathing
or
other
that
underlie
many
either
from
normal
essential
metabolic
processes
in
Inflammation
process in check.
that
common
chronic
the human
bodydiseases,
or from external sources, such
as do not get better.
xposures to harmful stimuli such as
Resource: CDC: Wildfire Smoke Precautions for
and
particulate
wildfire
smoke matter
(Lobo et al.,2010). Oxidative stress
People with Chronic Conditions (cdc.gov)
toxic chemicals activates an immune system
exposure
contributes
to production exceeds available
exists when
free radical
response, inflammation. The inflammatory process
these
pathways
(whether
antioxidant defenses. Free radicals are unstable n
io and Tissue
at
involves many inflammatory mediators
and
regulatory
m
am
Inflthey
from
air pollution
whenambient
not balanced
by antioxidants
can disruptDa
a mage
and intracellular signaling pathways that can impact
or
wildfire
smoke).pathways causing local and systemic
variety
of cellular
the pathogenesis of a number of chronic diseases.
Particle-rich
combustion
effects of tissue
injury and inflammation (Kelly, 2003).
Although
inflammation
is a have
necessary
function
lung,
and ultrafine particles can even
products in
wildfire smoke
been and vital
of
our bodies,
when uncontrolled
inflammation
persists
Close
window
move
from
the alveoli into the circulatory
found
to be particularly
proinflammatory,
it
may become
chronic
and both
pathologic.
of the causing systemic inflammation
leading
to adverse
effects
in the Somesystem
Close window
conditions
associated with
chronic
(Wu, and
2018). Not only does the larger
lungs and systemically.
Wildfire
PMinflammation
2.5
oxidative
stress include:
asthma,
COPD,
(fine and ultrafine
PM) has
been bronchitis,
shown
proportion
of finer particulate matter
diabetes,
metabolic
syndrome,
obesity,
cardiovascular
to increase inflammation, oxidative
lead to greater inflammation, but it has
disease,
some
disorders,
cancer,
and
stress, and
cellneurodegenerative
damage in the body
(Black also
been
demonstrated in animal models
other
chronic
illnesses
(Chen
et
al.,
2017).
et al., 2017). Wildfire smoke has a greater that coarse PM from wildfire smoke is
proportion of fine and ultrafine particles Close
morewindow
likely to cause oxidative stress and
than ambient pollution, meaning that
cytotoxicity than coarse PM isolated from
it can penetrate more deeply into the
typical ambient air (Williams et al., 2013).

E

Close window

Asthma and Wildfire Smoke Resource: The Lung Association
Saskatchewan: Wildfires Impact lung health
Resource: CDC: Wildfire Smoke Precautions for People with
Chronic Conditions (cdc.gov)
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WILDFIRE HEALTH IMPACTS
“But I don’t have asthma,” says
Sofia. “Why can’t I play soccer
when there’s smoke?”
Jose explains to Sofia that all kids are
more sensitive to smoke than adults.
Kids with breathing problems, like
Brett, can be even more sensitive.

Sofia’s Story
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Wildfire smoke can affect children’s
Early life
exposure may have life-long impacts
health
in awildfire
numbersmoke
of ways

C

Wildfire smoke can
affect children’s health
in a number of ways

Early life wildfire
smoke exposure may
have life-long impacts
Resources:

Watch: Lisa A. Miller, PhD,
discuss her research
on wildfire smoke and
nonhuman primates

Free
Continuing
Education

UCDavis: As Fire Threats
Grow, Exploring and
Treating the Impacts on
People, Animals and the
Environment
Wildfires — What Parents
Need to Know

H

Studies macaque
have repeatedly
shown
hildren are generally at higher risk
undreds of rhesus
monkeys
health
effectsatinthe
children
from
from environmental exposures than
live in outdoor
corrals
California
exposure to wildfire smoke.
adults (Holm and Miller 2021), and this
National Primate
Research
Center
at
UC
These include: (Holm et al., 2020)
remains true for wildfire smoke. Children
Davis. In summer 2008, monkeys born
have differences in their physiology
Upper Respiratory
earlier in the year were naturally
exposed
relative to adults: they breathe faster
Effects:led by
and breathe more air relative to their
to wildfire smoke. Researchers
Itchy eyes
body size compared to adults, which
Professor Lisa Miller are ►following
these
also means they inhale more pollutants.
► Sore throat
animals to look at the long-term effects of
In addition, children have differences in
► Cough
smoke exposure on their lungs.
their behavior: they tend to spend more
► Sneezing
time outdoors, and more time being
“We thought we would see asthma, but we didn’t, at three years,►but
wenose
did see
Runny
active than adults.
changes in overall lung volume,” Miller said. The smoke-exposed juveniles
had smaller
► Colds
While this is generally a good thing, in
and less compliant, or “stiffer” lungs, Miller said. The condition looks more like COPD —
the case of wildfire smoke, it puts them
typically
seen
are heavy smokers — than asthma,”Lower
she said.”
at
increased
risk in
of humans
exposure.who
Finally,
Respiratory
children are growing and developing,
Effects:
meaning that exposures that occur
► Wheeze
during critical moments of development
Wildfire
Smokeeffects
Exposure
in Infant Monkeys Alters Lung Function
► Asthmaand
may have lifelong
by disrupting
Immune
System in
Adolescence
► Pneumonia
usual developmental
processes.

Though we do not have studies examining
Neurocognitive,
metabolic and
the long term outcomes of children exposed
other
effects

reduced production of cytokines IL-6 and
IL-8 (in males and females respectively).
to smoke from severe and prolonged
These cytokines are important for protection
there is more time for a cancer
We also know from research
wildfires,
we do know about thetoeffects
on
from infection. Adult animals exposed at
develop. There is emerging
about these pollutants in other
children’s
lungs
ambient
pollution.
the same
time did not show any persistent
for a variety
of other
times (outside
of from
wildfire
smoke airevidence
The
impacts
of airspecific
pollution include
immune
system alterations.
effects in childhood
including
events),
that some
decreases
function
growth
and
worsening
of eczema
and
componentsinoflong
wildfire
smoke
Smoke
exposed monkeys displayed
alterations
in immune
and inflammatory
changes in immune
function. reduced inspiratory capacity,
may have additional
effects.
significantly
markers
in children
(Nadeau et al.,
2010; exposure to wildfire
Childhood
There is growing
evidence
residual volume, vital capacity, functional
smoke may also be associated
that particulate
may
Gauderman
et matter
al., 2015).
residual capacity, and total lung capacity
with adult heart disease.
have both metabolic and
In
2008 infants in effects
a macaque
monkey
colony per unit of body weight relative to
neurocognitive
,
Ultrafine particulates (of which
in
Davis, increasing
CA. were housed
control
animals. The findings in this study
including
the ratesoutdoors
thereand
are many in
wildfire
thus
exposed
to wildfire smoke from
a series
suggest
human infants exposed to the
of ADHD
and decreasing
smoke)
can not only
havethat
direct
of
wildfires
in the region
al., 2017).
extraordinary
levels of air pollution, which
school
performance.
Some (Black et
effects
in the lungs,
but also
When
examined
during adolescence,
are becoming
components
of wildfire
cross the
into the bloodstream
to increasingly common in the
wildfire
smoke
(compared
Western
US and elsewhere, may have long
smoke are
knownexposed
to causemonkeys
have
direct effects
throughout
cancer
, which the
is particularly
body. We areterm
particularly
with
a cohort
following yearthe
without
health implications later in life.
problematic
for children,
that there may be
wildfire
exposure)
were found toconcerned
have
because they have periods of
cumulative effects from chronic
high cellular proliferation and
or repeated exposure to smoke
Credit: Primate and
painting:
Charles
(photo
M. Miller)
differentiation
because
their Carver
events,
but there
is very little
long remaining life span means
data about this issue so far.

close
window
Close
window
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Health
risksisrelated
to wildfires
Pregnancy
a vulnerable
period for wildfire
fall
disproportionately
on
already
smoke
and air
pollution
exposure
Pre-existing
health
conditions
increase
at-risk
communities
wildfire
smoke
impacts
in
adults
shown an association with air pollution
xposure to wildfire smoke during

“What about Tia
Alejandra?” asks
Sofia “Is it okay for
her and the baby to
be around smoke? Doesn’t
she live where the fires are right
now?”
“Great question!” Jose says to Sofia,
“People who are pregnant are also
extra sensitive to smoke. Some other
adults can be sensitive too. We are
worried about her so we called her
today.”
“She said she called her OB/GYN
doctor but the doctor wasn’t in her
office due to the fire. Her doctor
had left a message with information
for her patients and an emergency
number so Alejandra called and set
up a virtual visit with her.”

Pregnancy is a
vulnerable period for
wildfire smoke and air
pollution exposure

Pre-existing health
conditions increase
wildfire smoke
impacts in adults

Health risks related
to wildfires fall
disproportionately
on already at-risk
communities

E
A
M

pregnancy can have consequences for
any exposed
of the health
effects of
dults
to wildfire
smoke have
both the pregnant person and the fetus.
increased
for both
asthma
wildfires risks
in adults
are similar
to and
Like
children,
pregnant
people
haveto the
congestive
heart but
failure
(CHF)
visits
those in children,
some
adults
may
special sensitivities
to some
exposures by
emergency
room. These
are accentuated
have pre-existing health conditions that
due to their unique
During
socioeconomic
statusphysiology.
(SES) with low
SES
put them at particularly high risk.
counties
demonstrating
increased
risks of
pregnancy,
metabolic activities
including
asthma
and
CHF relatedcardiac
visits of
85% and
Acute
oxygeneffects
consumption,
output,
124%
respectively
compared
to top
and
minute
ventilation
increase
by SESto
The best documented
of exposure
counties
(Rappold et effect
al., 2012).
Communi20-50%.
Pregnant
people
are
more
wildfire
in adults
exacerbationthe
of
ties
moresmoke
vulnerable
to isexperiencing
susceptible
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Immunologic priming, for example, may
result in a more aggressive inflammatory
response when re-exposed to a toxicant.
Whether this may be the case for exposure
to wildfire smoke remains to be determined.
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Charles comes back in, and tells Jose
the bad news. “The air quality right
now is in the red ‘unhealthy’ range,
so they are going to have to cancel
soccer today.”
“But Dad! I really wanted to play.”
Sofia cried. “And you’re the coach,
can’t you just say that we’re going to
play? Couldn’t we just wear masks?”
Charles shakes his head, “Certain
kinds of masks protect us from some
of the smoke, mija, but it’s safer to
stay inside with good air if we can.
Masks could be used to protect us
when we have to be outside — like
to travel to school, but we shouldn’t
do extra things outside, like playing
sports.”
Brett starts to cough and says
“Maybe he’s right. The smoke is
making me cough and I’m having
trouble breathing. I’m not sure I
could play right now.”

Sofia’s Story
Infographic for the
public about mask/
respirator use by
children

When considering a
mask or respirator for
a child, think about
four questions

Can masks protect against
wildfire smoke?

N

o mask or respirator eliminates
wildfire smoke exposure for adults
or children. Some masks may decrease
exposure to particles, but likely will
not protect from other components
of wildfire smoke such as VOCs.
• Cloth masks should not be relied upon
for protection from wildfire smoke.
• Medical masks may provide a small decrease in
exposure for children, with more protection the
better they fit.
• NIOSH-approved N95s (with or without an
exhalation valve) will decrease exposure more,
especially if they are well fitted.

Visualization of
exposure decreases
with mask use

When considering a mask or respirator for a
child, you want to think about four questions:
• How well does the material filter?
• How easy is the material to breathe through?
• How tightly does the mask or respirator fit to my
child’s face? The mask or respirator should fully
cover the nose and mouth without gaps around
the nose, cheeks, and chin.

For more info:
Western States Pediatric
Environmental Health
Specialty Unit (WSPEHSU)

• Are these products regulated such that I can be
confident in providing guidance to my patients?
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Brett asks “Could I stay and play
inside with Sofia since we don’t
have practice?”
Charles says sure and calls Brett’s
mom to double check.

How does wildfire
smoke get into the
house?

“If the air quality is so bad that we
can’t play soccer, why is it okay to
play inside?” asks Sofia.

Mitigation
techniques

“Well, Sofia,” says Jose, “We actually
do a lot of things related to indoor
air quality where I work, so I know a
lot about ways to keep the air inside
cleaner than it is outside.”

Look for the MERV
rating on air filters

For more info:
CARB certified air cleaners
California Air Resources
Board : Protecting Yourself
from Wildfire Smoke
EPA: How Does Wildfire
Smoke Affect Indoor Air
Quality?
Mitigation techniques:
Create a “Clean room” in
your house
EPA’s Wildfire Guide Indoor
Air Filtration fact sheet

Graphic courtesy of California Air Resources Board

Do It Yourself Air Filter Fan
Innovative appropriate technology solutions
can provide some low-cost protection from
wildfire smoke. An example is the “Do It
Yourself Air Filter Fan.”
Using an ordinary house fan and a MERV 13
filter, these can be made at much less cost
than purchasing a room HEPA filter and thus
provide an option for many in vulnerable
low-income families where cost or availability may hamper protection efforts.
Information on how to make your own
is available at the Puget Sound Clean Air
Agency website. Their tests showed that in
a small room a filter fan can reduce particulates by as much as 90%.
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Later that evening, Brett’s mom Kari
comes to pick him up. “Thanks!”
Brett says to Sofia and her dads for
having him over to play.
Kari asks Jose if any of their family
live close to where the fires are.
“Yes, actually,” says Jose, “My
younger sister Alejandra, who is
pregnant, just heard that she and her
family need to evacuate.”
“Safe travels to her family,” says
Kari. “Let me know if I can help.”
After Brett and Kari leave, Jose
checks in with Sofia “Remember that
we have a plan for emergencies?”
“Yes, I do, I remember what we
practiced and where the emergency
kit is,” says Sofia.

Sofia’s Story
Preparedness for
potential wildfire
evacuations
Evacuation Alerts
and Procedures
Evacuation
order checklist
Download a printable version
of this checklist at University of
California Cooperative Extension,
Fire in California.

For more info:
NIXLE Local Agency Alerts
This is an example of a private
company that allows local
agencies to provide alerts.

FEMA mobile device
location alerts
Ready.gov family disaster
planning (Spanish version)
American Academy
of Pediatrics Family
Readiness Kit
Firesafe Marin Example of
a local evacuation checklist

Watch: Scott M. Needle MD discusses
disaster preparedness
In this 5 minute excerpt of a lecture at the American Academy
of Pediatrics National Conference, Dr. Needle discusses how
healthcare providers can help their patients be prepared.
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EVACUATION ORDER CHECKLIST

Preparedness for potential wildfire evacuations
Evacuation Alerts and Procedures

F

Because the time available to you may change in a moment’s notice,
describes
6 basic actions
to begin
If EMA
a wildfire
is with
approaching,
follow
these
minimize
risk to your
start
the FIRST PRIORITY:
Secure steps
People,toPets,
then Structure.
to
prepare
for
disasters
(have
supplies
person and property:
Refer to local emergency plans for additional information
to last 3 days, talk with others about
Time
Do
not rely
solely
on emergency
services. Damaged
preparing,
attend
a local
meeting, seek
Available Priority can stop “Alert” messages
Task
infrastructure
from getting to you.
information, participate in a drill, make an
0
60
Evacuate
Immediately.
Early
evacuation
is
the safest for you and your family. Late
If
you
feel
unsafe,
evacuate.
1
emergency
plan).
With the recent increase
Minutes
evacuation causes the greatest loss of life.
in
dramatic
wildfires
inwith
the West,
rates about
of
Mobile
Alerts:
check
your state
what to install on your
2
Load your medications, important documents, supplies and pets into vehicle.
have
been
increasing.
1preparedness
Hours - 1.5device.
mobile
Install
NIXLE
app on 86%
your mobile device to have
Park vehicle in driveway facing out with keys in ignition for a quick exit. Disconnect
Hours
of
respondents
report having
days directly
of
3evacuation
emergency
notices3 sent
to your phone. See links at
automatic garage door opener for quick access by emergency personnel.
supplies
but only 52% report making a
left.
Close windows, vents, doors, venetian blinds or non-combustible window coverings.
4
plan for wildfires.
Remove drapes
andyour
other local
combustible
window coverings.
Evacuation Orders:
Check
fire incident
information page,
•sheriff’s
Have
a battery
operated
weather
There
many
general
local are
Office
of Emergency
Services,
department,
Shut
off gas disaster
at the
meter.and
Turnlocal
off propane
tanks
including BBQ
andand
other or
portable
5
tanks.
Affix
to propane
tank
forradio
quick
access
to gas
shut
off. have
to stay
informed.
wildfire
specific
resources
available
local news
stations
for wrench
the
most
upfor
to
date
information.
Many
health
professionals
and
the
public.
6 Twitter
Facebook
and
accounts.
Close fireplace
screens
and/or doors.
• More information at Ready.gov
The
rules
are
simple:
Move
flammable
furniture,
doormats,
brooms and other
flammable
items into the
1.5
Hours
4
(Spanish
version).
Social Media: Ensure you are getting
information
from
reputable
7

center of the home away from windows and glass doors.
Hourssure
Make
to get
warnings
and alerts.
sources
when
getting
information
from Have
Facebook
a Kit or Twitter.
8

Turn on a light in each room to increase the visibility of your home in heavy smoke.

•Save
Download
appropriate
apps
Receipts:
Some insurance
providers
include evacuation
• fire-fighting
Wildfires
can(rake,
come
upon
us quickly.
Erect ladders against house and place
tools
shovel,
chainsaw)
in
9 part
includingasthe
FEMA
app
(alerts
for
coverage
of
their
policy.
Save
receipts
for motels
and other
front of house.
Put together
a back
pack, suitcase,
your locations,
tips,
expenses
to helpemergency
with your recovery.
plastic
box
or other
container.
10 Place combustible patio furniture inside
or at least
30 feet
away from
structure.
checklists, and more).
11 Connect garden hoses to outside taps
sprinklers.
• and
Include
emergency information
Close window
• Check air 12
quality and alerts from
and supplies
including
food and
If available, set up portable gasoline powered
pump.
AirNow and SmokeSense apps
water,
medical
andprocess.
personal
Record your belongings to help with the
insurance
and recovery
Take photos
13
from US EPA.
records, insurance information
of every room, closet, and storage area.
andlawn
necessary
pet
Make an emergency
plan. materials are present, place
If combustible
sprinklers on
theitems.
roof and near aboveground fuel tanks. Wet down these areas but Do Not leave sprinklers unattended; turn
• Make sure to include at least
• Develop a14communications
plan
off when you leave your home.
7–10 day supply of necessary
(for example, identify an out
Rake a line of bare soil around any structures and wooden fences. Wet or remove
15
medications. During COVID, also
state
or
relative
that
4 of
Hours
- 6 friend
shrubs within 30 feet of home.
Hours
include masks and sanitizing
everyone
can check in with).
16 Seal attic and ground vents with pre-cut plywood or heavy aluminum foil.
supplies.
• Develop a reunification plan.
Plug the rain gutter downspouts (e.g., with ziplock bag 1/2 full of sand or dirt) and fill

Identify a17
meeting
place,
create a
the gutters
with water.
family password
to
keep
children
Illustration:
Academy of
Pediatrics Family
Protect water sources - wet down pump
house,American
clear flammable
vegetation
way from
Readiness
Kit (linkwith
at left).
from going
a infrastructure.
stranger. Fill garbage cans
18 with
supply
and buckets
water and place in front of
house.
19

Implement evacuation of livestock.
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Later that evening Jose’s sister
Alejandra and her daughter Lucia
arrive and they are anxious and
worried. Alejandra’s husband is a
firefighter so he has stayed behind as
part of the fire response.
“We didn’t want to leave our home
and Lucia’s dad but the fires were
getting so close and the smoke so bad
that we were ordered to evacuate,”
says Alejandra. “But we were lucky
to have transportation, some of our
neighbors don’t. And the smoke is
especially hard on those with heart
or lung disease.”
“We love having you here and are
so happy you are safe,” Jose and
Charles both say at once. “We’ll
watch what’s happening and tell
you if there is something you need
to know.”
“Muchas gracias,” says Alejandra.
“We are so tired and worried about
Eduardo fighting the fire, and our
house and everything happening in
our community. But there’s nothing
we can do right now.”
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Communities need
long-term mental
health support after
wildfires

Resources to help
children/families cope
with wildfires:
National Assn of School
Psychologists Helping
Children After a Wildfire:
Tips for Parents and Teachers

Amer Psychological Assn
Resources on Wildfires
Managing Distress
Related to Wildfires

More wildfire resources:
National Child Traumatic
Stress Network (NCTSN)
“Trinka” NCTSN Story book
Download in English
Download in Spanish

The Help Kids Cope app
(from NTSCN) gives parents tips
for supporting children before,
during and after disasters,
including wildfires.
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The next day everyone was worried
about family health issues regarding
the fire, so they decided to call their
family practitioner, Dr. Holm.
They asked a lot of questions and she
was able to reassure them about some
of their concerns, by showing them
actions that they can take to decrease
exposure to their family.

Sofia’s Story

Examples of frequently
asked questions to
healthcare providers
part 1
Examples of frequently
asked questions to
healthcare providers
part 2
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Examples of FAQ’s from patients or the
public to healthcare
providers
Examples
of FAQ’s from
patients
or the
, continued
public
to
healthcare
providers
What can I do to decrease wildfire smoke exposure by having cleaner indoor air spaces

4
1

exposure?
How do I know if the air is bad to
Thebreathe?
best thing to do is to make sure that you
have an indoor space that has air that is as
The EPA uses a scale called the air
clean as possible. This means: having good
quality index AQI to communicate the
filters, MERV 13 if you have HVAC or a nonair quality. You can look up air quality
ozone producing portable air cleaner if you
in your area on airnow.gov. Think of
don’t; not burning anything like candles or
the AQI as a temperature scale. As the
incense; not doing hobbies in that space that
numbers on the AQI go up during a
produce dust or fumes, like woodworking,
wildfire event, there is more chance of
and; avoiding the use of scented products
having symptoms, just like how when
including air “fresheners”. If you have a
the temperature goes up during a heat
clean indoor space to go to during wildfire
wave, there’s more chance of having
smoke events that can help protect your
symptoms.
whole household. If you have to be outside
says
their during
annual wildfire
PM2.5 standard
forEPA
short
periods
smoke
is 12micrograms/m3
24-hour is
35
events,
you may be ableand
to decrease
your
micrograms/m3.
How
do
you
translate
exposure somewhat by wearing a tightthat
into
AQIor
orrespirator.
in layman’s
terms?
fitting
mask
The
best option is
a NIOSH-certified
N95 mask,
a surgical
The
EPA sets standards
for airbut
pollutants
mask might
protection
if it fits
based
on theoffer
latestsome
research,
and these
snug for both
adults and
standards
are designed
tokids.
protect public
health.
The
AQI Iisfeel
set like
up so
that theis making
What
might
if smoke
annual
standard is the cutoff for good
me sick?
AQI (aka AQI of 50) and the 24 hour
The sorts of symptoms that people might feel
standard is the cutoff for moderate (AQI
right away from wildfire smoke that comes
of 100).
from a fire far away include things like itchy
eyes, scratchy throat, runny nose, headache
or cough. People with asthma or other
breathing problems are particularly likely to
have difficulty with their breathing and need
to use their “rescue” medications. There can
be long-term effects from smoke exposure
too, like changes in how a child’s lungs and
brain grow. We don’t know as much about
these changes, so it’s a good idea to decrease

2

5

available. Someone that is exposed to high
At what AQI should my kids not go
levels of very close smoke, like after being
outside?
evacuated from a burning house, should get
This
is a tough
question. How much smoke
a medical
evaluation.
you or your child breathes in is related to
I keep hearing about purple air sensors
how much smoke is in the air, how fast you
(or other brand name low-cost sensors),
are breathing and how long you are exposed
what are they, and are they useful?
to the smoke. You want to think about
Low cost sensors,
like purple
air,when
but also
balancing
those things,
so that
there is
others,
usually
*count*
particles.
They
have
more
smoke
you
spend less
time in
it and
lessa
laser
and
a
sensor
opposite
the
laser,
so
that
time breathing fast, like during exercising.
when particles
pass
the beam,
they
However,
there’s
no through
magic number
at which
get literally
counted
as interruptions
in the
wildfire
smoke
exposure
goes from safe
to
beam. They
have toitchange
that count
into
unsafe.
The higher
is, the more
chance
a weight
order toOnce
match
the
AQI
of
health in
problems.
the
AQI
is values
in the
that
we
know
about.
Every
low-cost
unhealthy “red” level, it is unhealthysensor
for
uses a conversion
theas
count
everyone
and you factor
shouldto
trychange
to spend
into atime
weight
andAQI
there
is some
uncertainty
little
in that
level
as possible.
Some
in how that
is done.
So children
the best and
thing
to do
people,
including
small
people
is to look
at theproblems,
information
the EPA
with
breathing
canfrom
feel sick
from
Airnow site.
If you’re
use a Kids
lowwildfire
smoke
even atgoing
lowertolevels.
cost sensor
theand
besttake
wayintomore
use them
is to
breathe
faster
air relative
either
a low
costto
sensor
to itself
to
theircompare
size, so you
want
take steps
to
(like use it
inside
and of
outside
see breathe
how
decrease
the
amount
smoketothey
they are
different)
or would
use them
a map to
even
earlier
than you
foron
adults.
compare
how
air
quality
changes
in
small
Because the chance of problems goesa up
area.
Somethe
people
use you
these
todo
seetoif
the
higher
AQI,like
anyto
steps
can
things
that
they
are
doing
to
improve
their
reduce your exposure will decrease your risk!
own indoor air are actually helping. For
continued >
purple air specifically, the EPA has recently
made
a correction
factor to try and make the
open
next window
purple air readings closer to being accurate.
But if there are purple air sensors and an
expensive EPA monitor near each other, and
they disagree, you should trust the expensive
monitor.
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The next morning, everyone is up
early to check on the fire status.
They are all very relieved to see that
the fire has been contained and that
Alejandra and her family might go
home soon. Jose and Sofia see Brett
and Kari during school drop-off.
Kari knows that Jose works in public
health and knows a lot about air
pollution and wildfire smoke. She
asks him how they know whether the
air inside the children’s school is safe
for them to breathe?
Jose says that he was just headed into
the office to share some information
with the school principal on that
exact topic.

Sofia’s Story
Use of low cost
sensors can aid
in school decision
making
Two important things
to consider when
looking for a low-cost
sensor to purchase
Indoor air quality
in schools and
how to improve it

Resources:
Washington State
Department of Health
Guidance on wildfire smoke
school closure, children’s
outdoor activities cancellation

Air Quality Sensor
Performance Evaluation
Center (AQ-SPEC) Provides
3rd party evaluations of
low-cost sensors

PurpleAir air quality
map interface
(This is an example of a private
company that manufactures
low-cost sensors.)

Watch: The Importance of Ventilation in
Schools (6 min)
A video from UC Davis energy about how ventilation
of schools can improve children’s health and learning.

EPA Creating Healthy Indoor
Air Quality in Schools
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measure air pollution and report it on
decisions
about
air pollution
at
Indoor
air quality
in schools
is an important
issue
Is there
well-validated
airnow.gov,
andamost
of the science
schools
is that
schools
located
at
all times,
notfew
only
duringare
wildfire
smoke events.
go monitors,
up and
factor
linkingconversion
health effects
to air for
pollution
very counts
close to actually
government
tudies
that
improving
ventilation
Indoor
quality
depends
is shown
based on
these
kinds
of
mass
meaning
that
can
be unclear what
levelhave
downair
as
theit concentration
converting
the
particle
countsin
schools decreases
absencesBut,
(Mendell
et al.,
2013) and
on
two
related
processes:
measurements.
low-cost
of
particle
pollution
is
at
a
school
site.
increases and decreases?
into concentrations? sensor
improves
math
and language
performance
(Wargocki and
technology
has
improved
substantially
Even
if
schools
happen
to
be
near
such
•In
Ventilation;
andamount that one
statistics, the
Recently, school
the EPAfiltration
calculated
a national
2007). over
Improving
also
decreases
the last few years,
making
these
sensors, outdoor measurementsWyon,
may not
measurement varies with another
is morbidity
correction
factor
for 2018)
use with
PurpleAir
asthma
(Martenies
et
al.,
and
leads
•reflect
Filtration.
potential
options
for
estimating
particle
indoor exposures.
summarized by the R2 value, which
devices
fire(Gilraine,
events. It’s
available
to higher test scores
forduring
students
2020).
Yet, on
pollution both inside and outside schools.
The
standard
for measuringthroughout
particle the
the
leftworld)
of their
mapclassrooms
(shown below).
can gold
range
from 0-1.
US lower
(and the
many
Low-cost
sensors
are 2017),
somewhat
different
pollution uses federal referencehave
monitors
inadequate
(Fisk,
and the
median
If ventilation
there is no correction
factor,
or the
A value of 0 means they are completely
than the
federalare
monitors.
Most
ofregulatory
(or federal equivalent monitors).levels
Theseof pollutants
in
school
above
US
EPA
pollution type is different, the best way to
unrelated, and 1 means that one
them
are particle
very expensive monitors measure
particles
standard
levels
(Oliveira
et al., counters
2019). (see figure
use low-cost sensors is for comparisons.
measurement perfectly predicts the
below). Because these actually measure
by mass, so 2that the concentrations are
(Compare readings inside and outside, or
other. An R value above 0.8 means
reported in micrograms (mass) per volume the number of particles rather than the
compare the values in a map of low-cost
that the values are closely related.
weight, they have to make some
of air (in cubic meters).
sensors to the reference monitors.)
The Air Quality Sensor Performance
assumptions to convert
Evaluation Center (AQ-SPEC) provides
that count into a
Low-Cost
Sensor
Schematic
3rd party evaluations of low-cost
weight in order to be
sensors, which reports the R2 values
comparable to the
for tested sensors.
readings from the
federal
monitors.
Low very
What
special
The
solution
is to have
Excerpt from anAir Flow
cost
sensors
can
often
challenges do schools
good filters installed in the
interview with
be purchased
for $200
face during wildfires?
heating,
ventilation,
and air
Dr. Rengie Chan
or less
conditioning
(HVAC) system
Chan: The occupancy is
Expert in school indoor air,
and reduce ventilation to
Laser Berkeley much higher inSensor
from the Lawrence
a school than If using the PurpleAir
the
minimumbe
needed
webpage,
sure totoselect
National Laboratory
in an office environment or
avoid
stuffy
conditions.
In
the US EPA conversion
home. A typical classroom
addition
to the
exposure
in
the
Map
Data
Layer.
can have 30 students plus
to wildfire smoke inside
the teacher in roughly 1,000
classrooms, schools also
square feet. We do not
face additional concerns of
advise stopping outdoor air
Close
window
exposing students to
high
ventilation entirely because
levels of wildfire smoke
it can degrade the indoor air
in the ambient air as they
quality and interfere with
travel from home to school.
Dr. Rengie Chan
learning.
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That evening when everyone returns
from work and school they have
dinner together.
Alejandra tells them that Eduardo
called her — the local authorities
have said it’s safe to return to their
home soon, which luckily has not
been harmed by the fire!
“I hope that means we won’t have
any cleanup to do,” she adds.
“There might still be some ash
around your property. Let’s ask
Eduardo to check with the authorities
about who is responsible for cleanup
in your area,” says Jose, “Children
and pregnant women shouldn’t be
involved in cleanup of ash and debris
so if there’s anything you guys are
responsible for, we’ll come and help.”
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Stay safe after a wildfire
Stay safe after
a wildfire

Post Wildfire Recovery

T
More comprehensive
resources:
PEHSU Environmental
Hazards for Children in the
Aftermath of Wildfires
PEHSU Wildfire and Smoke
Resources

(CDC) Stay safe after a wildfire
Red Cross Recovering after
a fire

Red Cross Returning home
after a wildfire safety checklist

he recovery phase of a wildfire
should never be rushed and a
comprehensive and deliberate recovery
plan is essential for safety for the entire
family. A good general rule is children
should be the first to evacuate from a
fire and the last to return.

Recovery Tips:
Toxic Hazard Assessment: Do not return
home until authorities say it is safe, check
local air quality (AirNow.gov) and consider
PPE. Perform clean up prior to children
returning – as ash and dust (particularly
from burned buildings) may contain toxic
and cancer causing chemicals including
asbestos, arsenic, and lead. Children
should not participate in clean up efforts.

Physical Hazard Assessment: If unable
to eliminate physical hazards, be sure
to block entry to areas (e.g. holes full of
hot ash from burned trees or stumps)
that may be unstable or can cause injury
prior to having children return. Ash and
debris should be removed. Integrity
and stability of structures should be
evaluated. Road and driving safety also
need to be considered before returning.
Utilities, Food, and Water: Loss of power
can lead to spoiled and unsafe food.
Along with power loss, loss of pressure to
water systems can lead to unsafe drinking
water. Do not drink water until tested and
deemed safe.
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Alejandra and her family stay for
several days and then head back
home after they’ve been told it’s safe.
A week later it’s soccer practice day
again, but today the AQI is green
(good).
When Charles picks Sofia and Brett
up from school, Brett asks “Is your
Aunt Alejandra still at your house
Sofia?”
“No!” Sofia says excitedly, “because
the fire got put out, they were able to
go home a few days ago.”
She explains to Brett how they knew
it was safe to go home, and that she
and her dads have been talking about
how important it is to continue to be
prepared for the next wildfire.
“OK,” says Charles. “Let’s play
soccer!”
Watch: Protecting Children from Wildfire
Smoke in the Pacific Southwest
In this 1 minute video from Region 9 of the
federal EPA, WSPEHSU co-director Dr. Stephanie
Holm explains options for protecting children
from wildfire smoke exposure.
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Protecting kids
from wildfire
smoke

Resources:
California Air Resources
Board List of CARB-Certified
Air Cleaning Devices

T

he best way to decrease a child’s
exposure is for their indoor air, at
home and at school, to be cleaner during
wildfires. Increased building ventilation
with filtration of air via central systems
(using a filter with a MERV rating of 13
or higher – 70-80% reduction) or use
of portable HEPA air cleaners (~50%
reduction) have been shown to decrease
both indoor pollutants.
The California Air Resources Board has
a list of air cleaners that meet their
requirements for filtration without

production of ozone which can worsen
asthma (see resource link at left). While
driving, air should be recirculated in the
car for an expected decrease of ~80%
while the windows are closed. For short
periods of time, the use of a medical mask
or respirator could also be considered (see
information earlier in the chapter), though
how much it can decrease exposure will
depend heavily on how well the mask fits
and whether the child is able to wear it
properly (Holm et al., 2020).
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

A

Some policy considerations for wildfire
smoke prevention and mitigation are:
Decrease greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions

Health and Infrastructure
Assessment & Response

Local, federal and
multinational initiatives
(e.g., The Paris Agreement)

Development of guidelines
for school administrators for
air quality recommendations
(e.g., doh.wa.gov/)

Renewable energy
(e.g., solar, wind)

Air filtration standards for
public buildings and schools

Economic strategies:
(e.g., emissions tax)

Funding for state
and local efforts for
infrastructure hardening

Increased funding for
research to best predict
high-risk areas and better
understand how climate
change is affecting
wildfire behavior
For further information on
climate change and policy
by the American Academy of
Pediatrics please follow the
links below:
AAP Policy Statement on
Global Climate Change
and Children’s Health
How Climate Change
Affects Children: AAP
Policy Explained

Funding and research on
indoor air pollution monitoring
and standards (e.g., low cost
sensor initiatives)
Funding for schools for
maintenance and improvements
to improve indoor air quality
(eg., filtration)
Health experts utilized as
air resource advisors on
fire incident teams
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Prescribed Burns

lthough we have seen favorable decreases in particulate
matter levels from industrial sources in recent years, our
nation’s increase in wildfires has made wildfire smoke a substantial
contributor to overall particulate matter exposure. The National
Bureau of Economic Research estimates that wildfires have
accounted for up to 25% of PM2.5 in recent years across the US, and
up to half in some Western regions (Burke et al., 2020).

Climate Change

Free
Continuing
Education

Forest Management
Forest maintenance initiatives
(federal and state), including
mechanical clearing and
prescribed burns
Allocation of funding to allow
for more focus on prevention
(e.g., “The Fire Funding Fix”
beginning in FY 2020)
Reduction of building
expansion adjacent to
wooded areas (WildlandUrban Interface)

Prescribed
Burns
Cultural
Burns

Listen: NPR: To Manage Wildfire, California
Looks To What Tribes Have Known All Along

What is a prescribed burn?

A

prescribed burn is an intentionally
ignited low-intensity fire or managed
wildland fire carried out under controlled
and favorable atmospheric conditions. There
are many procedures and standards in place
to minimize smoke exposure to communities
in the region and to protect public health.
Notifications should go out to potentially
impacted communities so that people can
take actions to limit exposure. Though these
fires do result in some smoke exposure, it is
much less intense and more limited duration
than in uncontrolled wildfires. Prescribed
fires can produce more resilient forests and
lead to fewer catastrophic wildfires.

Shouldn’t we suppress all fires?

Won’t you still get air pollution from
prescribed burns?
Although prescribed and cultural burns
still produce some air pollution, they are
performed in a much more controlled
environment than wildfires, allowing for
less intense fires with shorter duration
which can help prevent larger and out of
control fires. Recent studies suggest that
lower exposures associated with prescribed
burns are associated with less severe health
effects than those from wildfires. This could
be relevant for those areas of the USA, such
as the Southeast, in which prescribed burns
are a larger contributor to smoke exposures
than wildfires. (Holm et al., 2020) The EPA
also recognizes that a properly managed
prescribed fire is generally less likely than
a wildfire to cause or contribute to an
exceedance or a violation of the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).

Not necessarily. The main objective
for more than a century has been to
suppress any wildland fires. This policy
has helped reduce wildfire occurrence in
Cultural
Burns
Is there evidence that prescribed burns
general but along with climate change
work for prevention and mitigation of
has ledare
to aCultural
change inBurns?
the natural
What
wildfire smoke?
wildland
ecosystems
with
overgrowth
Indigenous tribes have used intentional burns (“cultural burns”) for centuries
of
underbrush
and
small
trees
in
forests.
Prescribed
fires havehealthy.
been found to be
to control overgrowth, restore resources, and keep
forest wildlands
Overgrowth
smallfocus
treeson
can
easily
oneto
ofmany
the most
effective
tools
Policy
with aand
primary
suppression
has led
tribes
struggling
towe have
ignite andtheir
leadway
to more
frequent,
in preventing
wildfires
and
managing the
maintain
of life.
To learnhotter,
more about indigenous
cultural
burns
and
more destructive,
harder to control
intensity
andand
spread
oftogether
wildfires, as well
growing
Californiaand
partnerships
to work with tribes
to learn
work
wildfires.
Although
notresilient
a new technique
as protecting
for
healthier
and more
forests please take
a moment firefighters
to listen thefrom
NPR higher risk
for wildfire
prescribed fires
wildland fires (Fernandes and Botelho,
story
(link atprevention,
left).
Pacificcultural
Northwest
have been an underutilized tool to
2003) However, societal,
and public
Above photo: Diana Almendariz of the Maidu/Patwin tribes sets fireResearch
to a redbud
Stationout these
prevent uncontrolled wildfires. Restoring
opinion can be barriers in carrying
pile, a plant used in Native American basketry, during the Tending and Gathering
forest conditions that allowed small
necessary procedures. Clear messaging and
Garden Indigenous Fire Workshop in Woodland. Credit: Alysha Beck/UC Davis.
low to moderate fires and create forests
continued communication with the public and
that are more resilient to fire can occur
federal and state organizations along with
Close window
naturally but can also be accomplished by
a focus on continued research
efforts on the
prescribed burns. (Balmes, 2020)
changing behavior of wildfires is essential.
Close window

‘Good Fires’ graphic: Pacific Northwest Research Station
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SUMMARY: BE READY FOR WILDFIRE SEASON

A

s you’ve learned throughout Sofia’s story, there can
be health risks to you or your patients related to
wildfires directly and from wildfire smoke. Below
are some suggestions for you and your patients to
prepare for wildfire season. Resources can be found
throughout the story.
Know where to find
air quality info

Prepare for a cleaner
indoor air space

• Airnow.gov

• Replace your filters with

• The Fire and Smoke Map
• The SmokeSense App

For healthcare offices
• Have a communication

plan prepared for disasters
so patients know how
to get information (both
about protecting their
health and also availability
of your office staff).

• Consider a plan for

secondary power (e.g.
to keep refrigerated
medications cold).

MERV-13 rated filters or
higher, and have extra
filters on hand to change
regularly during wildfire
season.

• If you don’t have central

air, obtain a portable
air cleaner or create a
DIY box fan filter if
commercial air cleaners
are too expensive.

• Consider the use of

a low-cost sensor to
measure your indoor
particulate matter levels
compared to outdoor.

Watch: AAP-CA1 video
“Preparing your office
for climate change
natural disasters and
emergencies”
Disaster
preparedness
for your health
care office
Excerpted from a
presentation by
Nelson Branco,
MD, FAAP (see
video link at
right).

Prepare for respirator use
• Purchase a few NIOSH

Strengthen your home and/
or office against wildfires

Disaster
health
care office
• Create
a defensible
certified preparedness
N95 respirators for your

and—
other
temperature sensitive
space
clear
supplies, materials
and fish tanks.
flammable
Vaccines
leakage,
and consider
Will
your clinicians
and staff be able tofrom the 30-foot
area
surrounding
thelocation, with
Move to another
trying
multiple
products/
leave
home
and come
to work?
temperature monitoring during
building.
styles
to
find
the
best
fit
Can your patients contact you? How will
and after transport.
for your
they
know face.
if you are open?
• Clean excess flammable

General
considerations:
to have
at home, and

try
them
for open?
Is
it safe
to on.
keepCheck
your office

website and social media
• IfPractice
you have
respirators
Robocall
or blast
text/email
from
prior
fire seasons,

Backup power to run refrigeration

materials
regularly
and monitoring
(e.g., keep
gutters
clean).
Generator
vs. battery

Is
there that
another
way
forneither
your patients to
check
they
are
• Find IT
ansystems
outdoor water
receive
medical care?
soiled needed
nor deformed.
Ifwith
you are
doing telemedicine, you may
source
a hose
Telehealth
Dispose
of them if they are.
need
power
for your office system, VPN
that
can
reach
your
ER, urgent care
or server (if not cloud-based).
entire property.
• If you have children, have
Who makes decisions about whether
Is your system backed-up in case of
them
try
the
respirator
on
your office is closed?
• When damage
building
to or
equipment?

and wear it for a brief,
that
Even
closed
you’ll
theiffirst
time
is need
not some
backup
power
for IT and phone
during
an emergency.
Keeping
the lights
on: so
supervised
period

systems, refrigeration for vaccines

• See page 11 for

specific guidance.

renovating,
use
less
Will you
have
internet, cell or phone
service
at home?
flammable
building
materials.
Phone system

Can you forward calls if the equipment
is damaged?
Can you use the system off-site?
Close window
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CONTINUING EDUCATION

W

e have linked to many useful
resources in this story relevant to
a wide range of audiences, including
clinicians. To quickly access resources
on specific topics in this story, use the
Bookmarks toolbar on the left (which
you can open or close), or return to the
Help page for more details on other
eBook features.
Register for FREE Continuing Education
(CE) for A Story of Health: Sofia’s Story
for a variety of health professions.
Free credits are offered by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention/
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry at this link.

Sofia’s Story
Additional Resources
Pediatric Environmental Health Toolkit
application for mobile devices

T

he Toolkit is an easy-to-use reference guide for
health providers on preventing exposures to toxic
chemicals and other substances that affect infant and
child health. The new mobile device-ready online
version of the PEHT includes links to many related
online resources.

Free
Continuing
Education
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